La marzocco linea wiring diagram

La Marzocco set out to design the Strada EP Electronic Paddle because of a shift in the market
by providing the barista full control over the brewing process as never before. As more coffee
roasters began moving toward direct trade and relationship coffees, we realized there was a
need for a more stable, reliable and versatile machine that enabled them to showcase the very
best of these coffees. Pressure profiling allows the barista to bring out different flavor
components which affect the balance and body of the shot, and produce a rounder, softer
espresso that highlights brightness, sweetness and delicate notes. The Strada EP enables the
barista to create that perfect expression of a particular single origin coffee as an espresso, and
reproduce a flavor profile that may be difficult to attain at a constant 9 bars of pressure. The
Strada EP 1 group is equipped with a self-contained 2 liter water tank that makes plumbing
optional. Product sheet. Electronically controlled gear pumps provide precise, direct pressure
control. The Electronical Paddle assures absolute and direct control of pressure at any point
during the extraction and it is manually controlled by the barista. Thanks to the Strada EP
technology it is possible to program and reproduce pressure profiles. Repeatable Pressure
Profiling absolute and direct control of pressure at any point during extraction â€” with 4
programmable pressure profiles and one fly by wire mode per group. Individual Internal Gear
Pumps one gear pump per group delivers stable, dependable pressure control, while reducing
the need for regular steam valve maintenance. Performance Touch Steam Wands high
performing steam wands that are cool to the touch. Exposed Saturated Groups increased
temperature stability, ergonomics and workspace visibility. Independent Coffee Boilers separate
boilers for each group head allow baristas to optimize temperature for multiple coffees. Multiple
PID coffee and steam allows you to electronically control coffee and steam boiler temperature.
Insulated Boilers reduce energy consumption while contributing to temperature stability.
Pre-heating System prior to entering into the coffee boiler, water is pre-heated â€” thus
increasing productivity. Cup Warmer maintain espresso and cappuccino cups heated at a
proper temperature. Personalized Colors customizable colors based on the RAL color system,
on request. Strada EP the strada ep incorporates technologies from the aerospace and medical
industries: where component failure is not acceptable. Individual Displays with real time
pressure and shot timers. Transferable Pressure Profiles record and replay pressure curves.
Solenoid Steam Lever Actuation a user-friendly lever controls steam. Hot Water Economizer
fine-tune the temperature of the hot water spout. Adjustable Deep Drain Tray accommodates a
variety of cup sizes. Auto Back-flush Program automatic cleaning program. Stay in Touch. You
might have noticed we just launched some new updates to the site. Simply claim your account
by using your same email address and your order history will appear! New customer? Create
your account. Lost password? Recover password. Remembered your password? Back to login.
Already have an account? Login here. Find the right part for your machine by browsing by
manufacturer, make and model. It's amazing how much a custom machine can tell a customer
when they walk through your door. The best selection of mugs and cups for your cafe. All
available for custom printing! Our line up of barista tools helps you serve best tasting, highest
quality drinks that keep your customers returning. Made with stainless steel and built to last!
The sleek, low-profile design coordinates with any faucet and it can be easily installed. Experts
Standing By Drop us a line via chat or email if you need any help at all. This is a special order
item and will ship separately. Please allow 6 - 10 business days typically for the item to be
processed prior to shipping. It comes with a complete wiring diagram and step-by-step
instructions. The hardware included are the bracket and enclosure for the Fuji controller and
Solid State Relay, mounting screws x4 and a rubber cord restraint grommet for the wiring where
it enters the enclosure. The bracket and enclosure are also used to secure the electronics inside
then machine. The controller and SSR are already installed in the box and sit on the mounting
bracket. On stock installations, this assembly is then attached to the inside of the leg frame, on
the left hand side of the machine as you are facing it. The enclosure then covers the electronics.
The electronics included are the controller, the SSR, the new version thermocouple and a wiring
loom. The temperature probe slides into a special compression fitting that threads in to an
adapter which is then threaded into the thermostat well. You will need to remove the thermal
well from the boiler, something many customers have had problems with in the past. Espresso
Parts will gladly accept all unused or defective merchandise for return. All merchandise must be
unused and returned in its original packaging. All sales are final on this merchandise. Please
allow weeks for your return to be received and processed. Most returns are processed within 10
business days of receipt in our warehouse. We will send you an email confirming your return
has been processed. Your refund will be credited back directly to the credit card or other
payment method that was used for the original order. In special cases, you may receive a credit
on your account to be used within 90 days or a refund via PayPal or ACH. Please consult a
Customer Service Representative for more details regarding a special case. Call us at Pack your

merchandise securely in the original packaging and adhere your return shipping label and your
RMA to the outside of the package. Please ensure no other shipping labels are visible. Then
send it to us! You can send merchandise back to us at the address below using your own
shipping method. You are responsible for all tracking information and insurance. Espresso
Parts is not liable for return shipments that don't include our return shipping label. RMA is still
required if you use your own shipping method. All other policies apply. Prior to signing receipt
of your shipment, carefully inspect the box or boxes for any damage. If you see damage you
must mark the delivery receipt accordingly. It is recommended to take pictures of the outside of
the box and the inside of the box. Then unpack the contents to ensure there is no concealed
damage or missing items. Espresso Parts is limited to assist when working with your freight
forwarder. The receiver is responsible for additional insurance costs. The receiver is
responsible to file an insurance claim with FedEx. Espresso Parts is not responsible for lost or
damaged items. With nearly 30 years in the industry, Espresso Parts supplies cafe owners,
baristas, and home brewers with the best products and real-world experience available. We are
a dynamic team with the sole purpose of providing the best customer service experience. Our
experts are ready to serve up everything you need to get brewing. We don't just claim our
products are better - we back it up. If your coffee and espresso products aren't absolutely
perfect, call us and we'll make it right. Our team is standing by to make sure you have exactly
what you need. Your email. Create your account Lost password? First name. Last name. Your
cart is empty. Looking for a part? Use our part finder. Need help fast? Chat with us. Need to get
something customized? View our Custom Shop. In stock. Add to cart. Share this product. Most
electrical items have specified limited warranties. If an electrical device fails to function due to
manufacturers defect, Espresso Parts will repair or replace the device TBD. If you have any
questions or need assistance we have an awesome customer support team that would love to
help you! Please call us! Established in With nearly 30 years in the industry, Espresso Parts
supplies cafe owners, baristas, and home brewers with the best products and real-world
experience available. Espresso Parts Guarantee We don't just claim our products are better - we
back it up. Below are links to manuals, videos, diagrams, videos and other support material for
the products we sell, as well as some we don't sell. If we find something that looks like good
support material we will link to it from this page. User Manual. Baratza Grinders Comparison
Chart. Video Overview: Vario W. Downloadable Forte Grinder Specs Sheet. Bezzera BZ02 User
Manual. Bezzera Strega User Manual. Bezzera Magica User Manual. Bezzera BZ07 User Manual.
Bezzera Unica User Manual. Coffeegeek Professional Review. Elektra Semiautomatica User
Manual. Elektra User Manual. Manufacturers Instruction Manual. Complete Downloadable Alex
Duetto 3. Video Overview: Alex Leva by Izzo. Parts Breakdown. PL62 Manual. PL62S Manual.
PL62T Manual. K30 Twin Instruction Manual. K30 Vario Instruction Manual. K30 Vario Air
Operation Instructions. K30 Vario Air Product Sheet. K30 Twin Operating Instructions. K30 Twin
Product Sheet. EK43 Operating Instructions. EK43 Product Sheet. EKK43 Operating
Instructions. EKK43 Product Sheet. Peak Operating Instructions. Peak Product Sheet. Tanzania
Operating Instructions. Tanzania Product Sheet. Video: Vesuvius Wood Change. Orchestrale
Brochure. Video Overview: Silvano by Quick Mill. Video Overview: Carola by Quick Mill. Video
Overview: Alexia Evo. Downloadable Instruction Manual Parts Breakdown. Video Overview:
Anita Evo. Video Overview: Monza Evo Deluxe. Video Overview: Vetrano 2B Evo. Video
Overview: Vetrano 2B. Video: Vibiemme Double Boiler 3. Video: Draining the boiler and heat
exchanger of the Vibiemme HX. Quick Links. Table of Contents. The Linea's straight lines and
simple charm occupy many cafes,. The Linea. It is a heavy duty workhorse that performs
reliably in the highest. Tried and true machine, the Linea is perfect for. Chapters English 2
Deutsch Summary of Contents for La Marzocco linea Page 1 La Marzocco machine that has long
supported and helped to develop the specialty coffee industry since the s. It is a heavy duty
workhorse that performs reliably in the highest volume settings. Tried and true machine, the
Linea is perfect for your new cafe, bar, or restaurant. Page 5: Definition Of Available Models 2.
The espresso flows from the group, through in the 1, 2, 3 and 4 group versions and water boiler
has various fittings used for a spout, into the cup s after the brewing are essentially composed
of the following Page 8: Installation 3. Machine Operation and Coffee Preparation water
collection system. In case such a system is not available, and if Once installation has been
completed, you inflowing water will compress the air in acceptable according to local
regulations, can proceed to hook up the filter holders the boiler it will be necessary, in order to
Page 13 group from right to left part 1 thus delivered onto the ground coffee, already allowing
coffee to be brewed; when you set in the filter and the portafilter, which have obtained your
desired amount of is measured through a water volume coffee, return the paddle handle back to
control system, which is located above original position on the right-hand side, Page 14 N. Page
Pid Temperature Controller 5. In 4 group machines on left and right side. Press and hold this

key to increase to For further assistance you may contact the After Sales Department: desired
value then wait a few seconds to automatically exit programming function. Page 20 remove it by
unscrewing the retainer ply is connected clockwise, or reduce it If the machine has not been
used for screw, then soak in espresso detergent by turning the screw counter-clockwise. Page
De-Commissioning And Demolition 8. De-commissioning and demolition Start by setting the
main switch part 1 to Current regulations make it illegal to dis- the "0" position. Disconnecting
from the power outlet In case the machine is connected through Recycling notice: the plug part
24 , make sure that the Mandatory maintenance and check-up operations These operations are
in addition to the Maintenance and Periodic Cleaning Operations as specified in Chapter 7. The
following maintenance and check-up operations sould be carried out by a qualified technician.
These periodic maintenance operations are not covered by warranty. Page La Marzocco S.
Avvertenze Generali e Norme di Sicurezza pag. Installazione pag. Page 25 1. LA devono essere
dispersi nell'ambiente. Page 27 2. Definizione dei modelli trattati Il presente manuale d'uso si
riferisce esclusivamente ai seguenti modelli di nostra costruzione: Mod. EE, Mod. AV e Mod.
Page 28 Descrizione generale in circa 25'. Page 30 3. Page 33 parte della fornitura. Page 36
funzione di interruttore per l'erogazione 1. Macinazione troppo fine e quindi Per effettuare
diminuzioni dell'erogazione continua e arresto della stessa. La macinazione ideale si trova sulla
scala in alto del manometro part. Page 38 5. Nelle macchine a 4 erogatori si trova, invece, su
entrambi i lati. Per ulteriore assistenza, contattare il Dipartimento Post vendita di La Premere e
tenere premuto questo tasto Marzocco: per aumentare il valore, quindi attendere Page 40 6.
Page 41 7. Page 43 8. Scollegamento dell'alimentazione elettrica Nel caso di collegamento
tramite spina part. Avviso di riciclaggio: 24 assicurarsi anche che l'interruttore part. Page 44 9.
Operazioni programmate di manutenzione e di controllo Queste operazioni si aggiungono alle
Operazioni di Manutenzione e Pulizia Periodica come specificato nel Cap. Page 47 1. Page 49 2.
AV et Mod. Page 52 3. Page 55 4. Page 60 5. Page 62 6. Page 63 7. Page 65 8. Page 66 9. Seite 4
2. Page Allgemeine Hinweise Und Sicherheitsvorkehrungen 1. Page 70 Personal wenden. Page
Definition Der Vorhandenen Modelle 2. Page Installation 3. Page Inbetriebnahme Und
Kaffeezubereitung 4. Page Temperaturregler Pid 5. In Maschinen mit 4 Gruppen befindet er sich
auf der rechten und linken Seite. La Marzocco wenden, enrico lamarzocco. Diese periodischen
Wartungseingriffe sind nicht durch die Garantie abgedeckt. Page 91 1. Advertencias generales y
normas de seguridad poliestirol, etc. Page 93 2. AV y Mod. Cubierta construyen en diferentes
versiones con 1, 2, 3 constantes. Page 96 3. Page 99 4. Page sumergida en la caldera. Page la
taza. Page 5. Page 6. Page 7. Page 8. Page 9. This manual is also suitable for: Fb Print page 1
Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Drum Switch Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram
is a simplified up to standard pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the skill and signal contacts surrounded by
the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives assistance more or less the relative viewpoint and
concord of devices and terminals upon the devices, to assist in building or servicing the device.
A pictorial diagram would action more detail of the brute appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
uses a more figurative notation to put emphasis on interconnections on top of swine
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create distinct that
every the associates have been made and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring
diagrams bill the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
permanent electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use enjoyable symbols for wiring devices, usually stand-in from those used upon
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not on your own produce a result where something
is to be installed, but then what type of device is inborn installed. For example, a surface ceiling
vivacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling vivacious has a every other symbol, and
a surface fluorescent buoyant has out of the ordinary symbol. Each type of switch has a
substitute symbol and so get the various outlets. There are symbols that take effect the location
of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be
required by the electrical inspection authority to accept relationship of the house to the public
electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will as well as enlarge panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as flare alarm or closed
circuit television or new special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running

these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Quick Links. See also:
Operating Manual , Manual. Table of Contents. In addition to distinctive La Marzocco features,
the. Linea PB is equipped with exclusive, user-friendly interface software that gives the barista.
The machine's lower profile and. Chapters Table of Contents 2 9. Software Programming Guide
La Marzocco V1. In addition to distinctive La Marzocco features, the Page 4 For any cleaning
operation, follow shut off the machine and disconnect the LINEA PB exclusively the instructions
contained in machine from the electctrical network by 2 gr. Page 5: Definition Of Available
Models 2. Page 6 1 General description pressure is maintained by an electronic ground coffee;
the espresso flows through The machine is built in 2, 3, and 4 temperature probe with a PID
controller. Page 9 1 Installation on the counter 2 Accessories The image below shows the
recommended method to drill the hole on the counter. Page 10 2 and 6 bar. Once the installation
procedures have been completed, it is necessary to fill the b Turning the espresso machine on
boiler tanks with water. Page 13 When brewing, the pressure should be set 4 Installing the
portafilters In case the pressure exceeds 12 bar, to 9 bar. Install the portafilter s by inserting
them you must adjust the expansion valve by When the steam boiler reaches operating into the
group and rotate the handle from unscrewing the cap slightly. Page 14 oils and particles from
the group. Some portafilter then turning off the water cAutIoN also flush just after brewing
coffee for flow, before making coffee. Dispensing Steam and Hot Water 1 Steaming milk or other
liquids 2 Preparing tea and other hot drinks parts. This condition is undesireable and In order to
allow for any condensed can cause contamination in the steam water in the wand to be released
ALWAYS boiler. Page De-Commissioning And Demolition 7. De-commissioning and Demolition
1 De-commissioning and demolition Remove the reinforced plastic tubing on Recycling notice:
Warning for the the drain connection. At this point, the machine may be contains hazardous but
also valuable Disconnecting from the power outlet The following maintenance and check-up
operations sould be carried out by a qualified technician. Page Software Programming Guide 9.
The first is for control of the espresso. The second is for programming individual software
parameters. The programming of the individual parameters is possible only using the buttons in
the group 1 group starting from the left. Description Button This button is used to control the
brewing of the single espresso. One power to the espresso machine. The operator can change
to affect the quality of Technician Password is required for access. Press T2 and T3 at the same
time to exit the programming mode and return to the normal use of the espresso Each group
can have a the end. After about 10 seconds the following LaMarzocco CB LaMarzocco Press T2
and T Changes to this parameter can ensure the display temperature accurately cause
unexpected results. Settings Display Operating Procedure Exit Menu Additionally the espresso
machine will warn the operator when certain parameters fall below or above the programmed
point. These errors and warnings will appear as a message in the display. Print page 1 Print
document 84 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Order by:. Available to:. Is in perfect condition
Back flushed every three days. Teflon portafilters 2 Works perfectly. In perfect condition plus
extras. Custom quilted maple And it is a solid machine for indulging you with tasty beverages
every single time. Coffee lovers, night owls, and early risers alike are amazed by the
performance and quality of this electric espresso machine. This La Marzocco espresso machine
is a capable option when you need your coffee fix. Because this La Marzocco espresso machine
has a high-end brewing mechanism, you can savor the robustness, warmth, and freshness of
every mugful. This electric espresso machine is a fast brew, which means you are able to
quickly serve up piping hot coffee and get back to your routine. La Marzocco Espresso
Machine. La Marzocco 4 groups Espresso machine Model Linea 4AV works perfect Ready for
installation 4 new portafilters 1 new pump 1 new motor call I installed new ones hoping that it
would reduce the flow rate. The impeller wheel and gicar 2-connection flowmeter lid work
properly. The threads are not stripped. The sticker on the body reads 2T 03 9. Starbucks has
definitely been instrumental in creating the myth that La Marzocco enjoys today and always will.
Born in Florence in the early part of the last century this machine had a local following when
Starbucks decided to make it the main stay for the growth years that would follow. At the same
time with the growth of espresso in general operators started believing rightfully or not that a

machine with a double boiler one for the steam and one for brewing would make a lot of sense.
At that time the fairy tale called"La Marzocco" was born and with it came also the acceptance of
pain for a Marzocco unit double and sometimes even more what other machines of the same
size would go for. Still today the myth and the respect for this machines continues. Now there
are lots of units in the market since Starbucks has decided to change I hear lots of griping
about people who bought machines that were never tasted or refurbished or ready to be sold
and yet they were. Our technicians put them through our point check lists and as a follow up we
dispense an offer free advice to anybody who will listen be it customers who bought a machine
from us or from anybody else. Feel free for more picture and questions! Posted with. La
Marzocco 4-gr. Super high capacity 4-gr La Marzocco Linea. Removed from a working
environment and drained and refurbished. Nice double boiler system. Easy to get parts for and
maintain. This is a 3 group GB5 Semi-automatic. The machine is extremely clean. In perfect
working condition. I have more pictures of the panels off and can do face-time video for any
interested buyers. The machine comes with items shown in the pictures as well as the La
Marzocco pump, extra hoses for draining, descaling, etc. The hot water button has been
replaced with the upgraded La Marzocco rocker switch, the portafilter gaskets are new, right
hand steam wand seat gasket was replaced. I am in Texas and can deliver within miles, but out
of state buyer pays shipping. I can crate it. I am an individual, not a reseller of machines. This
machine is at my house, not in a warehouse. Feel free to contact me and we can work out
details on shipping if needed. This La Marzocco espresso machine is excellent for anyone who
wants to make great coffee. It's both sturdy and simplified. Bringing you intense flavor. Deep
aromas, and durability, this electric espresso machine is your ticket. This La Marzocco
espresso machine is a compelling choice for that coffee fix when you need it. Hoteliers, office
managers, and food service workers alike can take advantage of the style and functionality of
the La Marzocco Linea Series Group 3. Because the La Marzocco Linea Series Group 3 has an
ample capacity, you can brew cup after cup of aromatic, tasty espresso. You can luxuriate in the
robustness, purity, and freshness of every mugful because this La Marzocco espresso machine
features a gourmet brewing mechanism. This electric espresso machine is a fast performer,
enabling you to promptly fill up on that first Moreover, the La Marzocco Linea Series Group 3 is
easily operated, enabling you to effortlessly prepare a pot with confidence. Normal 0 This is a
Espresso Portafilter Holder. This came from my coffee shop before I closed it down a couple of
years ago This does not appear to have any damage but normal wear and use Does not come
with the Single or Double Spout that attaches to the bottom. I do not know if the end of the
handle is suppose to have a cap or not. But it does not. Do not let this get away. All bids are an
obligation between the parties. No adjustments, credits or cancellations, bid with integrity Upon
bidding. We move the product from our inventory and transfer it to our shipping department for
shipping, our shipping department then packages it up and it is ready for shipment upon
verified payment. Please be sure to commit to purchasing The pictures are of the actual product
you will receive unless the listing is for additional items of the same like or Ebay Stock Photos.
If you see an amber color on the product. It is from the flash or the lighting. We recently closed
down four businesses Coffee. New things added daily If there is something that you want or. I
can not find any brand or labels anywhere on this. My other Portafilters has the initials NS
inside but this one does not This looks identical to the other ones that I have This came from
my coffee shop before I closed it down a couple of years ago These do no appear to have any
damage but normal wear and use I do not know if the end of the handle is suppose to have a
cap or not. Group top. And two internal pieces. Both in great shape, work perfectly, no damage!
Time for an upgrade. So I'm selling this fantastic machine. This machine has several hundred
dollars in accessories. A Vortex steam tip, precision Txspresso shower screen, and shot mirror.
The shot mirror is cool as it allows you to see the shot pulling without kneeling. This machine is
coveted by those whom prefer consistent quality coffee. This machine has been used
periodically for the last few years, making aprox. The Brew Group features a custom
hydro-dipped wood pattern. Machine is in great shape with standard wear and tear consistent
with proper This amazing La Marzocco GS3 is only a couple months old and barely used.
Approximately hours total use. I own a coffee roasting company and we simply don't use this
machine enough ie: at all It still has all the items that were originally included, most of which
have never been used 2 portafilters, 4 baskets, cleaning solution, tamper, and manual As such,
the machine is in absolutely perfect condition and performs perfectly. Comes with every single
original accessory included by La Marzocco. Read below for more general info. Please contact
with any questions. Its performance meets and surpasses the finest high volume machines on
the market today. In surprisingly small footprint. With water reservoir or plumb-in options,
Pre-infusion allows you to bring out different flavor components which affect the balance and
body of the shot. And produce a rounder, softer espresso that highlights brightness, sweetness

and delicate notes. To read more visit. Custom refurbished espresso Machine. Three of them
are Double and one is Bottomless. Currently Workong except the hot water dispenser that need
wiring,. Ebay input that description? Dual boiler system. Saturated group design. PID
temperature control. Simple to operate and maintain. And connections needed to have it
plumbed. The items are pictured with this ad. You can also contact me for even more photos of
the machine! The only kind I ever offer for anything I sell. As I have only begun the selling
process so there will be a lot of After closing cafe. I had this machine looked at by professional
equipment company, to do any up keep, maintenance, replacements of anything, etc. Now,
sadly due to family issues, I can not re open coffee shop as planned in new location. Roasters
and chains, whose names define the industry. The Linea is the classic La Marzocco machine
that has long supported and helped to deve. Italy and is in excellent condition. There are no
issues with it. La Marzocco espresso machines are found in many upscale restaurants and
coffee houses. This is being sold due to the restaurant it was being used was closed. It is only
two years old, and is in excellent working condition, only having very lite typical signs of usage.
All stainless steel construction, dual boiler system, auto-temp control, steam-adjust, digital
readout control, and a customized steam valve. This unit will produce a finely rich and
consistent product. Turn key machine ready to go. Included is a like new espresso pump. And
instruction manuals. There is a great deal of information I encourage you to visit the La
Marzocco website. Contiguous 48 U. States only- Shipping. Treasure Hunt is not responsible for
misinterpretation of any description. If you have questions. Please feel free to email me. All
sales are final. Returns if applicable accepted only if item is in same condition as when shipped.
Thank you your interest and best of luck to you. Please call or email for any questions.
Jonathan jon calipacific. I am also including 4 brand new portafilters and a brand new pump and
motor! Why pay more? Other competitors are selling these same exact units for much higher
prices? Don't be fooled and pay more for a fancy looking ad! Don't be fooled by fancy lingo
such as"this is not refurbished. I keep my costs low by minimizing overhead. Our technicians
have over 20 years experience! But Hey. Why take my word for it? I have helped many people
save money and be able to afford that machine they really want. Just call me and I can let you
contact If you know enough to be looking at this auction. Then you probably already know
about the quality of this espresso machine. La Marzocco sets the standard for the Barista who
demands precise performance from a machine that is very durable and dependable. We are in
the coffee business and have a few of these in service ourselves, so we speak from experience.
Here is a link to the La Marzocco website for more technical specifications on this machine:
Check out this link to read an interview or Starbucks owner Howard Schultz. He wishes he never
switched away from the La Marzocco Machines: Creating an excellent espresso coffee is an art
refined by time and experience. The Linea from La Marzocco. Handcrafted in the finest Italian
tradition, features double stainless steel boilers and saturated groups designed for extremely
stable temperature and maximized steam capacity. The Linea provides the innovation that
advances existing technology while maintaining a focus on the tradition of espresso and the
expertise of your barista. We know that those who are passionate about the quality of their
coffee will a. Have a copy of the work order. Other than that it's ready to go. Seller added the
following information:. This La Marzocco machine was used for less than a year. It is in perfect
working condition. La Marzocco Linea- The Historical Classic A heavy duty machine that has
helped launch the finest independent coffee bars as well as the global leaders in specialty
coffee retail. The Linea sets the standards by which all other professional espresso machines
are judged. Thanks to its saturated brewing groups and dual-boiler technology, the Linea
performs consistently in the highest volume settings. Standard Features: Dual Boiler SystemSeparate boilers optimize espresso brewing and steam production. Saturated Groups- Ensure
unsurpassed thermal stability. Shot after shot. Barista Lights You can reproduce the superior
cup quality that has traditionally been attained with"lever" machines. Manual pre-infusion
allows you to bring out different flavor components which affect the balance and body of the
shot, and produce a rounder, softer espresso that highlights brightness, sweetness and delicate
notes. DAVE Upgraded to a smaller model. Freight Shipping or Pick Up. If interested: I also have
a second Linea 4 available. But it may need work or be used for parts. A heavy duty machine
that has helped launch the finest independent coffee bars as well as the global leaders in
specialty coffee retail. Dual-boiler technology and saturated brewing groups. Steam Boiler
Capacity: 15 Liters. Coffee Boiler Capacity: 6. Solid stainless steel housing and base. Sight
glass for water level monitoring of steam boiler. This is a used Linea 1 Group that was recently
serviced and works perfect. Which has helped to establish the most prestigious independent
coffee bars and restaurants around the world. With the dual-boiler technology and saturated
brewing groups, the Linea ensures an extremely stable temperature and maximum steam
capacity offering a superior brew time after time. Linea has, over time, become a benchmark in

the professional espresso coffee machine industry. Linea 1AV Espresso Machine
Specifications: Dual-boiler technology with saturated brew groups Stainless steel boilers and
brewing groups Stainless steel base and housing Omni-directional steam wands in stainless
steel Sight Recently totally refurbished by Southeastern Espresso-Includes RPM Italian Pump
and 3 La Marzocco Portafilters-Freight shipping or free local pickupA heavy duty machine that
has helped launch the finest independent coffee bars as well as the global leaders in specialty
coffee retail, the Linea sets the standards by which all other professional espresso machines
are judged. Thanks to its saturated brewing groups and dual-boiler technology the Linea
performs consistently in the highest volume settings. Dual-boiler technology and saturated
brewing groups:Steam boiler capacity 15 Liters:Coffee boiler technology 6. La Marzocco Linea
espresso machine troubleshooting manual. The La Marzocco Linea line of espresso machines
is acknowledged to be among the best in the world. This hard-to-find Copyright Linea
Troubleshooting Guide is an excellent maintenance and repair manual for Linea espresso
machines up through the La Marzocco FB70 I purchased mine in It is pages long. A must have
for any Linea owner. It is a heavy duty workhorse that performs reliably in high-volume settings.
A tried and true machine. The Lineais perfect for your new cafe, bar, or restaurant. Thanks to
dual-boiler technology and saturated brewing groups, the Linea ensures an extremely stable
temperature and maximum steam capacity. With allot of extra stuff. Please contact Alex at for
any questions. Maybe you read the barista forums. Maybe the high end coffee shop down the
street has a Marzocco, Maybe your Barristas have outgrown there espresso machine and want
the Porsche of espresso machines to pull shots on, or maybe your hipster coffee roaster
demands you use only a La Marzocco. Whatever it may be were here to help. We have several
years experience refurbishing La Marzocco Linea series espresso machines and have placed
them all over the world. You deserve a high end espresso machine! We started a series of La
Marzocco Linea that have been completely refurbished and powder coated in aviation black for
a custom look. Our machines are This 2AV we have in stock has had a complete tear down and
rebuild. Full descaled and all wearable parts replaced. This unit is perfect for high end coffee
shops wanting perfect shots, temperature stability and reliability. So the great thing about the
2AV pid Espresso coffee machine- Dude- Its double boiler This means that your water
temperature is more stable under heavy use and far more accurate. Certainly not the end all.
However it's a luxury that all Seattle coffee shops enjoy. Redundant wiring When we go to wire
other makes and models of espresso machines we wire them in similar fashion as the Linea.
The electrical system is engineered exceptional well and simple Ergonomics- Ever noticed that
career baristas always have bad wrists? This Marzocco comes with 15 degree angled port filters
that help alleviate wrist strain. This is a good thing for a long term operator. Reliability When
looking at espresso machines one must realize that they are essentially purchasing a glorified
several thousand dollar Italian hot water heater- Espresso machines break- Some more then
others. So you have probably been looking for the perfect espresso machine. Maybe the high
end coffee shop down the street has a Marzocco, Maybe your Barristas have outgrown there
espresso machine and want the Porsche of espresso machines to pull shots on, or maybe your
hipster coffee roaster demands you use only a La Marzocco Hipster coffee roasters Whatever it
may be were here to help. This is a 2 group automatic with semi-auto It has the options of either
the stock La Marzocco 5 button key pads. Also a blue Mylar edition exists for nominal charge
with back-lit blue led During the process of this over-hual we take the machine down to the
frame. We take apart all plumbing assembly and acid dip the lines where needed. We usually
replace the front and rear heating elements and new element gasket We install updated wiring
and all units that ship come with 16 pin wiring this is the most desireable The brains if not
replaced always come with a new pump relay and transformer assembly. New pressure-stat for
the rear tank. We can make the steam boiler PID controlled as well through the use of dual zone
or dual controllers if wanted We go through each brew valve and inspect individually each
plunger. We always update the auto-fill solenoid as well. The pressure relief valve and the
anti-siphon valve are always replaced as well. All machines are bench tested for 7 days before.
We are NorthWest Espresso Machines. This Unit had been in full service at a local espresso
stand in a grocery store for 3 years and the owner of the stand was very ainal on maintaining
the machine. The grocery store had been purchased by a korean company and this Unit had a
very easy life over the last 8 years. As it sat at a local store and had been We purchased the
machine and put 24 hours of work into it. Handling may take from 5 to 10 days. This is do to
week ends, and amount of time needed to build custom freight box, and or also availability of
shipping companies Shipping. It will be put on a pallet and delivered to you for the extra cost of
freight charges The Historical classic. A heavy duty machine that has helped launch the finest
independant coffee bars as well as the global leaders in specialty coffee retail. The Linea sets
the standards by which all other profressional espresso machines are judged. Thanks to

dual-boiler technology and saturated brewing groups. The Linea ensures an extremely stable
temperature and max. This La Marzocco lineA 2av automatic machine is in excellent condition
always used with soft water. I have thoroughly gone through and refurbished this machine. I
acquired 2 of these machines from a local coffee shop the owner had them in storage for about
2 years after he closed down. When they were moved from a storage facility to his home. Which
have all been replaced with new. I have put almost 2k in original parts such as. New group
cover. Anti-siphon valve rebuilt. New drain tray and drain grates still have New legs. I can
provide receipts for all of these parts from La Marzocco. I have put about 10 hours cleaning
testing and replacing parts on this machine to almost new condition. Basically if it had an o ring
it was replaced. You will not find a used one in better condition. There are some minor items
you will need supply hoses to machine and also a drain hose that is all! These machines sell for
11 to 12k new I can confidently say this machine should provide many years of service without
any issues. This machine was bench tested and repairs made by Espresso South East just prior
to listing it for sale. The La Marzocco Linea is the most sought after espresso machine for the
finest coffee making businesses. This machine has been modified to be used as"semi
automatic" only for each of the three groups as well as having an external digital Fujitsu PID to
add exacting temperature control to the boiler. Seller will place machine on pallet at no
additional costs. It has the same volume steam and brew boilers as the Linea but in a much
smaller footprint. When we brought this in to our workshop it had been neglected for years and
was in need of a thorough cleaning. We removed the groups and replaced them with EPNW
gaskets- We have tested the unit extensively and it has no leaks. Installed Linea manual brew
switches like pictured note the LM branding has worn off The original They are commercial
grade and take standard Faema type valve seats when they need replacement. A nice aspect of
this older model is that it has very little electronics. As of now it has the Marzocco brew boiler
thermostat which works perfectly though a PID upgrade can be added. This machine would be a
great centerpiece for a high quality restaurant or small cafe. The Stainless surface has some
signs of its age- not a perfect finish. Dual Boiler System Separate boilers optimize espresso
brewing and steam production. Digital Display Intuitive programming make it easy to adjust
machine parameters. Hot Water Economizer Enables you to fine tune the tap water temperature
for tea. Pre Heating System Increase productivity by pre-heating incoming water into the coffee
boiler. Tall Cups Allows you to use the machine with tall. We had two of these units come in at
once to our Seattle based shop. The first sold the same day. The Fb70 is essentially a La
Marzocco Linea with a super sexy fiberglass shell making it look sweet. We can do a lot of
custom work to this machine however for the basics The fb70 is a Linea with a desginer outside
body This Linea can be painted to our clients choice of color this is a 4 group. This 4 group
FB70 we have in stock has had a complete tear down and rebuild. Its in exceptionally good
condition and fully functional. During the process of this o. You are bidding on 3 used La
Marzocco portafilters. All 3 have double spouts and two of them come with double shot baskets.
The third one can come with a pod basket. A double basket or a triple basket. Its your choice.
The ears show ware but still have plenty of life left. They seal tight with no leaks unless your
portafilter gaskets need to be replaced These are OEM parts and they are the portafilters that
have rubber handles and say La Marzocco. This machine has been used at my coffee shop for
the past 3 years which is now closed and has been maintained properly. Made in Florence Italy.
This is one of the items. We hope you will consider acquiring this item. This unit will be cleaned
and reconditioned before sale. Item is sold as is but is functional and was in regular use until
recently when the restaurant was closed. We are listing these items at below market value to
move fast. A work of art that is linear in design and dressed in polished stainless steel. The
Linea Classic is perfectly executed to blend into any setting, a union of simplicity and elegance,
an industry icon. Included are 2 La Marzocco portafilters and baskets. Power supply cable, and
external water pump. It is in excellent working condition; the exterior panels show some wear
from regular use. This machine has served us very well for a few years and is a loyal friend. We
took great care of it. Back flushing group heads daily, performing regular scheduled
maintenance, and always using a 5 stage water filter and softener for our water supply. Includes
filter and external pump. I have many more picture if you want to see them. La Marzocco Width,
22 in. Depth and standard watts. I'm selling my used La Marzocco Linea 3ee! It's been
refurbished by a professional espresso repair company and is sold AS IS. The steam wands
have both been rebuilt with new parts and the group heads have all new screens and gaskets in
them. She may not look pretty. But she runs great! Buy it now gets FREE shipping! Feel free to
contact me with any questions. Good luck bidders! We were going to open up a coffee shop.
But it was not meant to be. In the process we picked up this fantastic machine. It's the best you
can get- fully automatic, with electronic controls to set all aspects of your coffee making, so that
you get the same quality shots every time, all the time. We also have a La Marzocco Swift

grinder for sale see separate listing Together, they make the perfect complement to each other
and for your store. I have uploaded lots of very detailed photos in high resolution if you
download them and product information materials here: We're covering the shipping for this
machine and can arrange transportation anywhere in the U. Do let me know if you have
questions. Good luck! Custom quilted maple sides originals included Wenge and king wood
portafilter handles Product Information This La Marzocco espresso machine is classy and
durable. Because this La Marzocco espresso Typical of use Full working condition Please see
photos for further details. It was manufactured in October. It is in very good condition and
includes a Fluid O Tech Pump, two portafilters, extra baskets, two tampers, and a knockbox.
The linea model is full automatic with semi auto override and a digital pressure stat. These units
also have a double boiler, which means that your water temperature is more stable under heavy
use and far more accurate. More information on this model can be found at La Marzocco's
website. All sales will be final. I would prefer local pickup, but can deliver to the Portland or
Salem area. All other locations will need to pay freight shipping. I will cover the cost of
palletizing and crating. It is the Cadillac of espresso machines. We just got it back from the
service people at Tri States Restaurant Supply who serviced it. The invoice is attached. The unit
comes with all the porta filters. A new gauge. Gaskets and control valve have been replaced.
Unit is like new. It comes with the electric detached V booster water pump shown in the picture
on top of the unit. Unit will be crated up and shipped via freight to the high bidder. Bakelite,
Awesome! The older one with the thinner head seems to be made from Bakelite and be from the
60's or 70's? It says"Firenze Tel. These must have been made for the local Italian market only!
Don't miss this one time chance as I have never seen another one of these. It is the Lamborghini
of espresso machines and a steal at this price Barely used. This machine will sell quickly! An
espresso grinder is also included in the cost. This machine was unused for a while and recently
bought and refurbished. The machine has been tested several times for pressure leaks and
quality. It has the water pump already installed and works well along with the espresso
machine. It also comes with frothing cups. Portafilters, electrical plug and outlet. This machine
makes a great cup of espresso very quickly and is very easy to operate. This is being
sold"as-is" with no warranties. This is very heavy and will need to be shipped via freight or
picked up locally. If you have any questions about how to pick this item up just message me.
This electric espresso machine is a fast performer, enabling Power Watts Dimensions Height 21
in. Width 37 in. La Marzocco 4 group automatic supersteam espresso machine with dual steam
wands Model: Linea 4 group Condition: Unit was refurbished and used for only 18 months after
refurbishing. Has a few dings etc from normal use. Comes with a refurbished motor in case the
one in it goes bad. Will need a good cleaning prior to use which should be done anyways. I will
note that the far right automatic button needs replaced. It still works but the button part fell off.
About a 5 minute fix. Great large espresso machine that can handle any coffee shop. Buyer
pays shipping. Marzocco Brew Group Head. The brew group head is used and condition is
visible from the pictures enclosed. For any more information contact seller. La Marzocco Linea
AV 2 group stats: lbs. I purchased this item from a estate sale. The owner of this espresso
machine used to have a coffee shop in Hollywood. CA so once she moved from the state she
kept this item to herself. According to her this item was in good working condition when it was
taking out of a coffee shop. Unfortunately I don't know much about the coffee machines
therefore I cannot provide too much info other than what I've been told. This item has several
extras and it will come with this sale. This item appears to be in good used condition and it will
come as pictured. Local pick up is welcomed if buyer want to be shipped I can arrange it only as
a freight since it is Any questions please email. Italian RMP pump, 5 portafilters. Condition:
Units are untested. Unit 1 is appears to be in good physical condition. Unit 2 is in ok physical
condition. Appears to have more wear. I bought both units with intentions to add to a deli shop.
But going in a different direction. Didn't get a chance to install. Please email with any questions
or for more pictures. Ebay limits to 12 pics. Built for commercial use. The La Marzocco Linea
4AV Automatic Espresso Machine has a European linear design, which has helped to establish
the most prestigious independent coffee bars and restaurants around the world. With the
dual-boiler technology and saturated brewing groups, the Linea ensures an extremely stable
temperature and maximum steam capacity offering One piece arm. No more leaks around those
two small o-rings includes factory marzocco 4 hole tip. Shipping to lower 48 only. We are
parting with our beloved, vintage La Marzocco GS2 espresso machine with mechanical paddle
operation. This vastly improves the thermo-stability of the machines. The letters"GS" stood
for"gruppo saturo" or"saturated brewing groups" While one boiler was used to generate hot
water and steam to make tea and froth milk the other was dedicated When we decided to take it
on as a full restoration project. All the safety components have been completely updated, and it
has brand new wiring too. We've even modernized a bit by adding a PID temperature control

system. Original serial And paddle handles. This machine can make multiple cups of espresso
very quickly and is a semi-automatic machine so the amounts are electronically controlled by
the user. This machine also comes with 2 frothing cups. If you have any questions or concerns
feel free to message me. Thank you for looking! La Marzocco Linea MP. The Manual Paddles
have been rebuilt and the unit was bench tested to ensure it is in proper working condition. I am
not a professional dealer or reseller. All of the items that I sell on eBay are from my personal
possessions. Which I inherited or bought over the years. Besides simply enjoying the
pre-auction research, as a hobby, my eBay auctions are a way for me to get my good stuff into
the hands of those who appreciate them. I am always happy to combine the shipping expense.
For winners of multiple auctions, as I am not trying to make money on shipping. These show
signs of use. But they are fully intact with lots more life in them see pictures Together.
Everything weighs 3-Pounds without counting additional for packaging. From the pictures
Please let me know if you have any questions. As you can see from my positive eBay feedback.
La Marzocco trading cards as a calander. Reverse side. Each card is a calendar month for the
year along with information about the machine pictured on front. Released by Espresso
Specialist Inc. Printed on heavy bond paper. Fantastic retro design would make excellent
framed art for shop or kitchen of any espresso lover. Leave them intact or separate them into 12
pieces. I marked'used' as they are from However, they have been in storage since then and
unused. Just ask! GOOD used cond. If you have a vintage La Marzocco linea of any size, this is
the thermostat installed. NO longer made. This machine has been tested and inspected for
Problems. It was worked on By our Professional Espresso Techs. Check out The Video! If
payment is not received within the 3 days we will open an Unpaid Item Case through Ebay
against the Buyer. If special Shipping: Merchandise Returns: Because your satisfaction is the
utmost importance. We will gladly accept any returns up to seven 7 days from the date you
receive the merchandise for a full refund minus our shipping cost assuming all return
guidelines are properly adhered to. This policy is not applicable to coffee, cups, accessories, or
parts. Any machines that have been personalized cannot be returned. The goal of our sales staff
is to make sure the machines our customers purchase are a proper fit. If you have any
questions after a purchase. Do not hesitate to call us so we can provide any instructions
necessary for your complete enjoyment of your new purchase. La Marzocco Sight Glass Assy.
Glass and chrome are in pretty good shape. Minor scratch on the front of the bezel. Please see
pictures. Dual-boiler technology Steam Boiler Capacity: 7 Liters. Coffee Boiler Capacity: 3.
Omni-directional stainless steel steam wands. This former Starbucks La Marzocco 4-Group
Linea has been fully rebuilt and upgraded to function as good as or better than new. The
machine pictured is the machine you get. This machine has been stripped down to its frame and
rebuilt from the ground up. All three boilers and any other components that comes in contact
with water has been descaled and pressure washed in the process of the rebuild. Every gasket.
Seal, o-ring, safety valve, high limit switch, solenoid, etc. We rebuild each group individually to
ensure the best functionality. We retrofit all of groups with stainless steel flow restrictors 0. For
the utmost temperature stability. We have also retrofitted the machine Having two brew boilers
with their own PID setpoints, gives you the flexibility of brewing two different roasts at their
ideal temperatures from the same machine. You also have the option to shut off one or both
boilers with a flick of a switch if you choose to do so. Another nice upgrade on this Linea is the
Cronos touchpads that displays your extraction times in addition to allowing you to
pre-program your dosing volumes. And because we believe that every espresso machine needs
to look just as good as it brews. The panels of this Linea have been refinished and polished.
There's just something about the classic Linea design that never gets old and we are proud to
offer this beautiful 4-Group model for your consideration. We are more than happy to assist you
after the sale for any questions about how to change the boiler temperature set points on the
PID as well as any other questions you may have. Red exterior. Completely restored to like new
condition. La Marzocco Check Valve for a Linea. FB70 or other machines. This valve has been
cleaned in an ultra sonic cleaner and has a new Italian NSF certified O-ring installed. These
valves do get need to be replace every few years due to scale build up. This is a great chance to
pick up a spare for much less then MSRP. Used La Marzocco Thermostat. Linea, FB70 Part L At
this price there is no reason to get stick with a broken machine because you don't have a spare!
This part has been cleaned and fully inspected. Up for auction is a used La Marzocco 4 group
commercial coffee espresso machine. This item is great for anywhere that needs to serve a high
volume of coffee coffee houses. Restaurants, etc. This unit was pulled from a Coffee shop that
closed and was in use when it was pulled, though you may want to have a regular servicing
when you install the machine for optimal performance. Includes the remote pump and 4 brew
handles. It contains some scratches, etc from normal use. Serial: B Made: Made in Italy.
Dimensions: 47" Wide. NSF Listed. You are encouraged to email or call with specific questions.

Please know what you are bidding on and ask questions if you are unsure. We can be reached
by phone at: Good luck to the winning bidder! We accept Paypal. Money Orders, or Cashiers
Checks. Item ships within 3 days of payment being received. Check out my other items! Be sure
to add me to your favorites list! This item will need to be freighted. Straped to a pallet and or
shrink wrapped etc. When inquiring about shipping costs please indicate if the delivery address
is a commercial or a residential property. If it is commercial, specify if you have a loading dock
or a forklift for delivery. We will only ship to the address listed with paypal, if you would like us
to ship to a different address, please change the shipping address when paying. Terms of Sale:
Returns are not accepted. All of our items are sold as-is. Most of our items are used so there is
no warrantee expressed or implied on any item. We do our best to test what we can. But there
are many items we cannot test. Most of the items come from working restaurants that have
recently closed down or are government tax sale items. Everyone has different expectations of
used equipment but you need to realize that if it is used, there will be flaws. We try to find as
much info out about ou. La Marzocco Linea. This item is in good used condition. This is a used
item in good shape with some light scratches. Good used condition with slight scratches. Brass
diffuser group plate a little tarnished but I do not believe it was used. For Linea or GB5. La
Marzocco Linea or FB This is in almost perfect condition. Drain Tray Grate mm 9. Main CPU.
Sight gage assembly. All three keyboards. Group gaskets. Solenoid plungers 4 Vacuum breaker.
Safety valve. Steam pressure stat. Check valves. Hydraulic tubes where needed. Machine fully
tested and released. Continental USA shipping only- lower 48 states. One owner only. Cup Tray
Grate mm La Marzocco FB70 2 group espresso machine. FB" for Fratelli Bambi. This machine
was purchased new in for my tea room. While used regularly, we have made the decision to put
our focus on our teas and say goodbye to espresso drinks. This machine is a classic, in a
gorgeous deep red color and functions perfectly. It has been maintained on a regular basis.
Used pump and motor from a La Marzocco Linea Espresso machine but would work with most
external mounted systems. Can also be used as a carbonator motor on many soda systems. La
Marzocco Swift Motor with Burrs. Used motor from a La Marzocco Swift Grinder. Motor turns
freely but we have no way of testing it for operation. It did come out of a working unit several
years ago. Includes the ceramic burrs which are already installed. Good used condition, cleaned
with an ultra sonic cleaner. Number 4 in Diagram. Number 22 in diagram. Good used condition.
Please note: La Marzocco seemed to have used various types of black paint through out the
years so this paint may not match other parts paints. La marzocco uber boiler with countertop
font. Was used only for 3 months and is in excellent condition. FB70 Diffuser Block. Good used
condition with scratches. This machine has been fully refurbished and is ready to go into your
coffee shop! All new gaskets and all functions tested to be A-OK! Machine has a European
linear design. Specifications: Dual-boiler technology with saturated brew groups. Stainless steel
boilers and brewing groups. Stainless steel base and housing. Omni-directional steam wands in
stainless steel. Sight glass. Height: Width: Depth: Weight: lbs. Standard Wattage: Coffee Boiler
Capacity: 5 Liters. Cleaned in an ultra sonic cleaner. Fits 2 group, 3 group or 4 group machines.
Part 33b in diagram. Cleaned with an Ultra Sonic cleaner. La Marzocco 4-Group Espresso
Cappuccino Machine Starbucks has definitely been instrumental in creating the myth that La
Marzocco enjoys today and always will. La Marzocco Linea espresso machine troubleshooting
manual The La Marzocco Linea line of espresso machines is acknowledged to be among the
best in the world. Marzocco Brew Group Head The brew group head is used and condition is
visible from the pictures enclosed. You might have noticed we just launched some new updates
to the site. Simply claim your account by using your same email address and your order history
will appear! New customer? Create your account. Lost password? Recover password.
Remembered your password? Back to login. Already have an account? Login here. Find the
right part for your machine by browsing by manufacturer, make and model. It's amazing how
much a custom machine can tell a customer when they walk through your door. The best
selection of mugs and cups for your cafe. All available for custom printing! Our line up of
barista tools helps you serve best tasting, highest quality drinks that keep your customers
returning. Made with stainless steel and built to last! The sleek, low-profile design coordinates
with any faucet and it can be easily installed. No coupon code needed. Just add to cart for free
shipping! Price Match Guarantee We strive to offer the best pricing, request a price match here.
It comes with a complete wiring diagram and step-by-step instructions. The hardware included
are the bracket and enclosure for the Fuji controller and Solid State Relay, mounting screws x4
and a rubber cord restraint grommet for the wiring where it enters the enclosure. The bracket
and enclosure are also used to secure the electronics inside then machine. The controller and
SSR are already installed in the box and sit on the mounting bracket. On stock installations, this
assembly is then attached to the inside of the leg frame, on the left hand side of the machine as
you are facing it. The enclosure then covers the electronics. The electronics included are the

controller, the SSR, the new version thermocouple and a wiring loom. Espresso Parts will gladly
accept all unused or defective merchandise for return. All merchandise must be unused and
returned in its original packaging. All sales are final on this merchandise. Please allow weeks
for your return to be received and processed. Most returns are processed within 10 business
days of receipt in our warehouse. We will send you an email confirming your return has been
processed. Your refund will be credited back directly to the credit card or other payment
method that was used for the original order. In special cases, you may receive a credit on your
account to be used within 90 days or a refund via PayPal or ACH. Please consult a Customer
Service Representative for more details regarding a special case. Call us at Pack your
merchandise securely in the original packaging and adhere your return shipping label and your
RMA to the outside of the package. Please ensure no other shipping labels are visible. Then
send it to us! You can send merchandise back to us at the address below using your own
shipping method. You are responsible for all tracking information and insurance. Espresso
Parts is not liable for return shipments that don't include our return shipping label. RMA is still
required if you use your own shipping method. All other policies apply. Prior to signing receipt
of your shipment, carefully inspect the box or boxes for any damage. If you see damage you
must mark the delivery receipt accordingly. It is recommended to take pictures of the outside of
the box and the inside of the box. Then unpack the contents to ensure there is no concealed
damage or missing items. Espresso Parts is limited to assist when working with your freight
forwarder. The receiver is responsible for additional insurance costs. The receiver is
responsible to file an insurance claim with FedEx. Espresso Parts is not responsible for lost or
damaged items. With nearly 30 years in the industry, Espresso Parts supplies cafe owners,
baristas, and home brewers with the best products and real-world experience available. We are
a dynamic team with the sole purpose of providing the best customer service experience. Our
experts are ready to serve up everything you need to get brewing. We don't just claim our
products are better - we back it up. If your coffee and espresso products aren't absolutely
perfect, call us and we'll make it right. Our team is standing by to make sure you have exactly
what you need. Your email. Create your account Lost password? First name. Last name. Your
cart is empty. Looking for a part? Use our part finder. Need help fast? Chat with us. Need to get
something customized? View our Custom Shop. In stock. Add to cart. Share this product. Most
electrical items have specified limited warranties. If an electrical device fails to function due to
manufacturers defect, Espresso Parts will repair or replace the device TBD. If you have any
questions or need assistance we have an awesome customer support team that would love to
help you! Please call us! Established in With nearly 30 years in the industry, Espresso Parts
supplies cafe owners, baristas, and home brewers with the best products and real-world
experience available. Espresso Parts Guarantee We don't just claim our products are better - we
back it up. Share Tweet Facebook. Views: Im a few years late, but I have a recently acquired 3EE
and I have similar issue Ive checked grounds and wires and all looks and works great Im
thinking it could have to do with fill box as I cant find any other issue Well I found my issue
once talkign with LM Sign Up or Sign In. Partner Discount Series Offers. Are you enjoying
Barista Exchange? Is it helping you promote your business and helping you network in this
great industry? Donate today to keep it free to all members. Supporters can join the "
Supporters Group " with a donation. Powered by. Barista Exchange. Photos Videos. All
Discussions My Discussions Add. Middle "double shot" button engages the hot water spout
toggle switch does nothing for the hot water. All other functions are working great. There are no
grounding issues, all the flow meters are operating normally and resistance checks out, ribbon
cables are new and plugged in correctly and the brain operates another Marzocco just fine, so
no problems there. I can't see any obvious wiring issues, but before I pull it all out, has anyone
run into an issue of this sort that could point to a specific place to check for a wiring snafu? ESI
has diagnosed that it is a wiring problem. That said, now's your chance to retrofit it into a 3EE
semi-auto!!! Get the group-to-solenoid tubes with flow restrictors , which will bypass your
flowmeters. Then get the brain and wiring for the 3EE and you're good to go! Good luck! I've
seen weird things happen with ribbon cables even when they are new. I would also troubleshoot
the button boxes try swapping them to see if anything changes. The usual spot for wiring
problems is at the cpu connectors. I'm trying to remember "masked", does your hot water
switch plug into the back of one of the button boxes? Yes, the mask has the hot water plug into
the far left button box according to the wiring diagram, though I have seen it plugged into the
right box too. The mask has the pin connectors common in the 90's. I've seated and reseated all
of the ribbon cables into the cpu several times, as well as the two connectors where the seat
into the board. I'll give the button swap a shot, they are all brand new boxes, but you never
know. I think I will also make sure all the connections into the two board connectors check out.
Your on it! I'm really leaning towards button boxes, try leaving the hot water valve sole
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cub cadet rzt 50 wiring diagram

trailblazer thermostat

noid and switch unplugged, you may have an issue with a bad coil I would also check all other
solenoid coils. Also check to make sure that the brain is not grounded to the fill valve. I don't
know why ESI did that but it caused all kinds of problems. Run the ground wire from the brain to
the boiler. We had a similar issue at end of November. The flowmeter field sensor wasn't putting
out sufficient ohms, which was screwing up everything else in the CPU turning on spigot,
overfilling boiler, issues with button lights, etc. So you might want to ask ESI if that's the case
with yours as well. As about half of us run it as an EE anyway, next time out we think we'll skip
the electronics. Heck, maybe we'll even get a Arduino Athena ;-. Here are the wiring diagram,
hope it can help. Barista Exchange Partners. Barista Exchange Friends. Keep Barista Exchange
Free. Hello, you need to enable JavaScript to use Barista Exchange. Please check your browser
settings or contact your system administrator.

